
 

פו ווו ורותווופו ו ותווותו וםו ו ווו“תו ו‘אווואוהו ווו ו“יוםויווויו
 פו ו ותווו ושוםו ואווומו וםושוםוהווואוהו ווומו ורויויווורו ומו ו ואו
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 Scoreboard 

 
Children’s bulletin 

Riddle of the week 

Question:  

My first is in window but not in pane. 

My second's in road but not in lane. 

My third is in oval but not in round. 

My fourth is in hearing but not in 

sound. 

My whole is known as a sign of 

peace. 

And from noah's ark won quick re-

lease.  

Answer to last weeks riddle 

You have a bucket full with 5 gal-

lons of water. What can you ADD to 

it in order to make it 3 gallons?  

Answer will be in next weeks news-
letter 

Answer: A Hole! 

Please register online so you 

can join the program:  

flchabad.com/

Shabbosgroups/ 
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Trivia questions of the week 

What are the Four Parshiyos?  

The first ones to come to Rabbi Eli with the answer by the Kiddush Will get something special—if you try to tell Rabbi Eli 

the answer beforehand, you will be disqualified. 

Story of the week 

When Rabbi and Mrs. Shmuel Gorevitch were about to set out on shlichus 
to Lyon, France, they had a yechidus with the Rebbe. Towards the end, when 
they were about to leave, the Rebbe suddenly turned to them with a smile and 
said, "In general, you should know that the French Don't like miserable faces." 

The significance of this seemingly strange statement only became appar-
ent around five years later. By then, Rabbi Gorevitch had established a commu-
nity of around several dozen Chassidic families and the time had come to open 
a school. Everyone was pleasantly surprised by the beautiful building that they 
received from the local municipality. Even public schools were not normally al-
lotted such beautiful premises, yet here was a private, religious school that 
would never usually receive any municipal as-
sistance. 

When the local mayor gave a speech 
about the new school, the answer became 
clear. "When they submitted a request to the 
municipality to open a school," said the 
mayor, "I was very interested in finding out 
what Chabad is. People told me that they are 
a group of Jews who are characterized by 
working with joy. I therefore decided to give 
them this beautiful, big building because I, by 
nature, cant stand miserable faces." 



 

  uestions of the week 

What's the names of Aharons sons? 

Which stones were on the second row? 

What was done with the (first) rams blood? 

What was done the the (second) rams blood? 

How many lambs were offered on the Mizbeach everyday? 

What was the Mizbeach Haketores wade from? 

How many times a year was a Korban brought on this Mizbeach?  

What color was the Ephod robe? 

How many times does it say the letter  טin this weeks Haftora? 



 


